**ACCESSIBILITY AT ACCENTURE VIDEO TRANSCRIPT**

**Long version**

**Intro:** This video features images of three Accenture employees interacting with accessible technology and tools in their jobs.

**Title:** Accessibility at Accenture

**Voiceover for Beatriz:** Hi, I’m Beatriz.

**Title:** Beatriz is a Tester and Developer at the CIO Accessibility Team in Spain. She is deaf.

**Sergio:** My name is Sergio Faria.

**Title:** Sergio is a Program & Project Management Associate Manager in Brazil. He is blind.

**Jonathan:** Hi, I am Jonathan Bray.

**Title:** Jonathan is an Extended Reality Lead Developer in Ireland. He has autism.

**Title:** In My Shoes

**Jonathan:** So to me, innovation for accessibility is all about looking at the cool new technologies that currently exist and putting them to good use to make our world a more accessible place.

**Sergio:** I use to operate my computer the screen reader NVDA, and I use additionally one application on my cell phone the name is Seeing AI.

**Voiceover for Beatriz:** How can I communicate with my colleagues in Spain and around the world?

I use the Microsoft Teams app and read the subtitles in meetings but only in English. I also use Microsoft Translator app so that my colleagues speak with the microphone it becomes the text that I can read.

I have two high power digital hearing aids.

**Sergio:** When I think about accessibility in my workplace the more important thing for me is the behavior of the people in my department because they really worry about my participation in all of the activities.

**Jonathan:** To me inclusion is where I can feel like an equal member of the team and also not be afraid to be myself.

**Sergio:** Nothing for us, without us.

**Title:** Disability inclusion matters.
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Short version

Intro: This video features images of three Accenture employees interacting with accessible technology and tools in their jobs.

Title: Accessibility at Accenture

Meet our Accenture people: Beatriz, who is deaf, Sergio, who is blind and Jonathan who has autism.

In My Shoes

Jonathan: To me inclusion is where I can feel like an equal member of the team and also not be afraid to be myself.

Beatriz: I have learned to value as well as raise awareness to create a more accessible world.

Sergio: Nothing for us, without us.

Title: Disability inclusion matters.
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